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Dear Russell,
Thanks to all of you who offered support on my four
hour experience mentioned in the last newsletter. As
instructed, Cameron only 'made water' and it was an
easy task. Others were hoping otherwise. See the
previous newsletter HERE.
No, it's not too late. You have 93 days to accomplish your
goals. However, today is all that matters, all that you ever
have, and today, right NOW, is the time to take a step, just
one step towards obtaining your goals.

Quotes

Yes, I am accepting new clients. I just finished a 5 year
program/plan with a client. First, he needed to buy his
business from his partner, run it successfully, to prove
to himself he could do it, and then sell it, as that was
what would work best for him. He had the courage,
persistence, and empowerment to do what was best for
him. Congratulations!

Good judgment comes from
experience, and a lot of that
comes from bad judgment.

Yes, celebrate your bad judgment. See the quote from Will
Rogers. The experience learned from bad judgment makes us
all better, stronger, and better able to make good judgments
as time goes on.

Cameron, Christopher
& Russell Shippee

Will Rogers
""You've got to do your own growing,

Be the BEST You Can Be,

no matter how tall you grandfather
was."
Irish Proverb
Education is what remains after one
has forgotten everything he learned in
school.

Russell R Shippee

Helping You, Motivating You, Encouraging You, to Be
the BEST You Can Be

Albert Einstein

Feedback

"If A equals success, then the formula
is A equals C plus Y and Z, with X
being work, Y play, and Z keeping
your mouth shut"

It's about time you put someone good looking on
the cover! DD

Albert Einstein

be sure to have someone show you how to
identify which part of the diaper goes in the
front! that was my biggest challenge with the
grandchildren--we didn't have disposable diapers
when our kids were babies. rw
Good luck with the diaper change :)
(name deleted) can give you some tips, he's a
great changer! LB
GREAT PIECE!!!!!
Thanks,
RP

Click to buy it NOW
Buy one and get one free only
HERE

Russell,
Thank you, thank you, thank you!! Hope you are
well
MJ

Experience
Experience is the greatest teacher.
A number of people told me how great it was to be a grandparent.
Actually, I was tired of listening to how great it is.

Tired, until until I became a grandfather. Only after I had personally lived
the experience did I fully understand and appreciate it. Now I have a
great appreciation of what they told me. Sure, we can listen and we
hear, or hear to some extent, what someone says.
The reality is that we learn best by personal experience. Hearing from
another is not nearly as meaningful as living the situation ourselves.
When we do it ourselves, we then fully understand and appreciate it.
As I grew, my parents told me many things and tried to teach me,
verbally, many lessons. Well, after I experienced it myself, and the
consequences, I did finally appreciate what they were saying. So, why did
I have to make the mistake myself?
We have to experience some things to learn them. Even if we are told, it
is not always enough. At times, we just have to have the experience
ourselves. The lesson is not learned until we feel it and know it by doing
it. While it can be dangerous and harmful, we just have to do it to learn.
When we look back over our lives we can understand and pick out our
own personal situations, when telling us made little impact, and
experiencing it first hand ourselves made a dramatic impact. Well, if we
did it, why should we not expect others to.
Sure, we can tell others. However, some of them will have to experience
it for themselves. This is particularly true of children. Having the
experience themselves is one of the best ways for them to learn. We can
only hope they do not hurt themselves or hurt themselves too badly. We
cannot fully protect them. We can only be there for them as they
personally experience the lesson.
So, if we had to do it, we should be able to understand when others
have to do it. If we can understand that, perhaps, we can have more
compassion for and understanding of others.
Experience being the greatest teacher, we have to let others experience.
People have to engage, do, and learn. Reading is great but does not

match the doing. A photograph may be great but doesn't replace being
where the photographer was taking the picture, experiencing with all the
senses.
To help another we should embrace and support them in obtaining the
experience for themselves. Sure, we need to make it as safe as possible
and there are some things no one should try to experience.
Yes, we need to continue experiencing things ourselves. If there are
things on your 'list' that you want to experience, then start to do those
items. Choose the most important, or those you can do now, and do
them. Add to the list as appropriate. There is no better time than now to
start.
If you want an experience, take the first step today. That might be
saving a few dollars each week towards the cost of the experience. It
might be scheduling the time off to do it or researching it in preparation.
Do something. Take the first step. Taking the first step is part of the
experience and empowering in itself.
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